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Seagrass canopies and the performance of acoustic telemetry: Implications for
the interpretation of fish movements
Abstract
© 2020 The Author(s). Background: Acoustic telemetry has been used with great success to quantify the
movements of marine fishes in open habitats, however research has begun to focus on patterns of
movement and habitat usage within more structurally complex habitats. To date, there has been no
detailed assessment of the performance of acoustic telemetry within seagrass, which forms a crucial
nursery and foraging habitat for many fish species globally. Information on the detection range of
acoustic receivers within seagrass is essential to guide receiver array design, particularly positioning
systems. Here, we compare detection ranges for transmitters (Vemco V7) within and above the seagrass
to determine impacts on the performance of a Vemco Positioning System (VPS). We also investigate the
influence of environmental conditions (i.e. wind, time of day, background noise, atmospheric pressure and
depth) on detection probability. Results: The performance of the VPS declined dramatically when the
transmitters were positioned within the seagrass (positional accuracy = 2.69 m, precision = 0.9 m, system
efficiency (i.e. the proportion of successful positions) = 5.9%) compared to above the canopy (positional
accuracy = 2.21 m, precision = 0.45 m, system efficiency = 30.9%). The reduction in VPS efficiency when
transmitters were within seagrass was caused by a decline in the detection range of receivers (range of
50% detections) from 85 to 40 m, as this limited the ability of the three receivers to simultaneously detect
transmissions. Additionally, no detections were recorded for the transmitters within seagrass at a
distance greater than 150 m from the receiver. Increasing wind speed from 0 to 50 km h-1 correlated with
a 15% reduction in detections while detection probability decreased from 0.8 during the day to 0.55 at
night, due to higher in-band noise (69 kHz). Conclusions: Our findings demonstrate that tagged fish
ensconced within seagrass are unlikely to be detected by receivers or positioned by a VPS. Further, we
demonstrate that wind conditions and the time of day create temporal variation in detection probability.
These findings highlight the need for telemetry studies to perform in situ range testing and consider how
fish use vegetated habitats such as seagrasses when positioning receivers and interpreting data.[Figure
not available: see fulltext.]
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Seagrass canopies and the performance
of acoustic telemetry: implications
for the interpretation of fish movements
Daniel S. Swadling1* , Nathan A. Knott2 , Matthew J. Rees2, Hugh Pederson3, Kye R. Adams1,
Matthew D. Taylor4 and Andrew R. Davis1

Abstract
Background: Acoustic telemetry has been used with great success to quantify the movements of marine fishes
in open habitats, however research has begun to focus on patterns of movement and habitat usage within more
structurally complex habitats. To date, there has been no detailed assessment of the performance of acoustic telemetry within seagrass, which forms a crucial nursery and foraging habitat for many fish species globally. Information
on the detection range of acoustic receivers within seagrass is essential to guide receiver array design, particularly
positioning systems. Here, we compare detection ranges for transmitters (Vemco V7) within and above the seagrass
to determine impacts on the performance of a Vemco Positioning System (VPS). We also investigate the influence of
environmental conditions (i.e. wind, time of day, background noise, atmospheric pressure and depth) on detection
probability.
Results: The performance of the VPS declined dramatically when the transmitters were positioned within the
seagrass (positional accuracy = 2.69 m, precision = 0.9 m, system efficiency (i.e. the proportion of successful positions) = 5.9%) compared to above the canopy (positional accuracy = 2.21 m, precision = 0.45 m, system efficiency = 30.9%). The reduction in VPS efficiency when transmitters were within seagrass was caused by a decline
in the detection range of receivers (range of 50% detections) from 85 to 40 m, as this limited the ability of the three
receivers to simultaneously detect transmissions. Additionally, no detections were recorded for the transmitters within
seagrass at a distance greater than 150 m from the receiver. Increasing wind speed from 0 to 50 km h
 −1 correlated
with a 15% reduction in detections while detection probability decreased from 0.8 during the day to 0.55 at night,
due to higher in-band noise (69 kHz).
Conclusions: Our findings demonstrate that tagged fish ensconced within seagrass are unlikely to be detected by
receivers or positioned by a VPS. Further, we demonstrate that wind conditions and the time of day create temporal
variation in detection probability. These findings highlight the need for telemetry studies to perform in situ range
testing and consider how fish use vegetated habitats such as seagrasses when positioning receivers and interpreting
data.
Keywords: Acoustic telemetry, Range testing, Seagrass meadows, Passive monitoring, Detection range, VEMCO
Positioning System (VPS), Posidonia australis, Detection probability
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Background
Acoustic telemetry is used to quantify the movement
patterns of marine fauna [1–3], however assessments on
the performance of telemetry among different habitats
is limited [4–7]. A key factor affecting the performance
of acoustic telemetry is the detection range of a receiver
[5]. The ‘detection range’ is defined as the maximum distance where a certain proportion of transmissions, generally 50%, are detected by a receiver [5]. Quantifying the
factors affecting the detection range in various systems
is essential to guide the spatial arrangement of receiver
arrays and help interpret the movement and behaviour
of tagged individuals [5, 8–10]. Further, information on
detection ranges can prevent studies drawing inaccurate
conclusions on fish movements that would misinform
management [5, 10]. The detection range of receivers is
sometimes assumed, and not all studies have conducted
in situ range tests of acoustic equipment. Consequently,
there is a paucity of data available for the performance of
acoustic equipment in many habitats or environmental
conditions.
Understanding detection range is particularly relevant
when arrays are designed as positioning systems (e.g.
Vemco Positioning System—hereafter called VPS). Positioning systems allow for the fine-scale movements of
tagged individuals to be determined within metres. These
systems are becoming a popular tool in both marine and
freshwater systems to elucidate activity and patterns
of habitat use [11–13]. In a VPS, positions are triangulated through measuring the differential time of arrival
of transmissions from a transmitter detected simultaneously by three or more receivers with overlapping
detection ranges [11, 14, 15]. The successful application
of positioning systems is dependent on receivers being
spaced to maximise the likelihood of multiple receivers detecting a transmitter and the speed of sound being
relatively consistent throughout the habitat. Therefore,
information on the detection range of receivers a priori is
critical for determining the geometry to be employed in
positioning systems.
Determining the detection range can be difficult, and
it is temporally variable and dependent on several factors
including attenuation and refraction of acoustic signals
and spreading losses with increasing distance [5, 7, 16,
17]. Further, environmental variables such as water properties (e.g. temperature and salinity) and physical barriers
can increase attenuation or obstruct the transmission of
acoustic signals [4, 6, 7, 17–19]. Noise from anthropogenic and natural sources, for example snapping shrimp,
wind-generated waves, boats or depth sounders can
interactively contribute to variation in detection range
and create background noise which disrupts the decoding of signals by receivers [4, 9, 10]. The behavioural traits
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of tagged individuals can also contribute to variation in
detection ranges, such as animals sheltering within refugia (e.g. rock crevices or aquatic vegetation) at regular
diurnal intervals [20]. These factors have contributed to
the variable performance of acoustic telemetry reported
in the literature [5, 7]. This creates a need to conduct
acoustic range testing prior to commencing research in
specific habitats or systems, and to account for this variation in array design and data analyses [7, 10].
One common habitat where the relationships
between the performance of acoustic telemetry and
environmental variables are poorly understood is
seagrass meadows. Seagrasses are structurally complex and productive habitats containing high levels
of biodiversity and play an important role in ecosystem functioning [21–23]. The spatial distributions of
numerous fish species captured in both recreational
and commercial fisheries are linked to seagrass meadows as fish use the habitat for foraging, shelter or as
nurseries [13, 24–26]. Seagrass meadows, however, are
under increasing pressure from anthropogenic activities and have been declining at alarming rates [27, 28].
Protecting seagrass meadows is therefore a focus of
conservation strategies and fisheries management [29],
making them an important system in which to study
the movement and behaviour of organisms. This has
undoubtedly contributed to the increasing number of
studies investigating the movement of fishes within
seagrass [13, 30–33], but no studies have quantitatively assessed the performance of a VPS or acoustic
receivers in this habitat. Seagrass meadows contain a
suite of unique conditions that pose challenges for the
performance of acoustic telemetry. Most notably, the
oxygen produced in photosynthesis by the plants and
either stored in aerenchyma or emitted as bubbles can
attenuate acoustic signals and alter sound wave velocity, thereby affecting VPS performance and error [34,
35]. Furthermore, many fish species are known to regularly position themselves within the seagrass canopy
to rest, shelter from predators or stalk prey [36]. The
consequence of these behaviours could include attenuation or obstruction of acoustic transmissions by seagrass leaves.
This study quantitatively evaluates the performance
of acoustic telemetry within seagrass habitats. Specifically, we compare detection ranges for transmitters
within and above the seagrass to determine impacts on
the performance of a VPS. We also assess the effects
of a number of environmental factors commonly
measured in range tests on the performance of acoustic receivers, such as meteorological conditions (i.e.
wind, rain and atmospheric pressure), depth, time of
day, ambient noise (69 kHz) and water temperature.
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The overarching goal of this research was to determine
how the performance of acoustic telemetry is affected
by fish moving amongst Posidonia australis, a large,
robust seagrass species similar to Posidonia oceanica,
that grows to a width of 2 cm and a length of 60 cm.
These tests were performed to ascertain the appropriate spatial configuration of receivers forming a VPS
and arrays in seagrass.

Results
VPS performance was substantially reduced when transmitters were positioned within the seagrass (Fig. 1). The
positional accuracy of the VPS significantly improved
when transmitters were positioned above the seagrass
(2.2 m) compared to when transmitters were within
seagrass (2.7 m) (P < 0.01; Fig. 1a). There was also substantially more variation in the positional accuracy of
transmitters within the seagrass (1.7–5.26 m) than above
it (1.7–2.74 m). Transmitters located above seagrass were
positioned with significantly better precision (0.45 m)
in contrast to those within seagrass (0.9 m) (P < 0.001;
Fig. 1b). The greatest impact of a transmitters position
relative to the seagrass canopy on VPS performance
was on the proportion of successful number of positions
per day (i.e. daily system efficiency), which significantly
decreased from 30.9% for transmitters above the canopy
to 5.9% when they were within seagrass (P < 0.01; Fig. 1c).
Detection probability was significantly reduced when
transmitters were positioned within the seagrass compared to above (t125= 12.56, P < 0.001). The distance at
which 50% of transmissions were detected more than
halved from ~ 85 m for transmitters above the seagrass
to ~ 40 m when they were located amongst the seagrass
(Fig. 2). For transmitters within seagrass, 10% of detections were recorded at ~ 90 m from the receiver and the
detection probability decreased to 0 at 150 m (Fig. 2).
In comparison, transmitters above seagrass had a 10%
probability of detection at ~ 200 m from the receiver
(Fig. 2). We therefore estimate the maximum detection
range to be 90 m and 200 m for the transmitters located
within and above the seagrass, respectively. However,
fish implanted with V7 transmitters with a fixed delay of
180 s would have to be resident within these distances for
an average of 30 min to be recorded (i.e. one in every 10
transmissions are detected on average at these distances
((180 s × 10)/60)).
Variation in the detection probability of the internal
transmitters in the VR2Tx receivers was best explained
by the distance to receiver, average wind speed and hour
of day (R2 = 0.45; Fig. 3). Considering that acoustic signals attenuate over distance, it was expected that distance
from the receiver would be an important variable for predicting detection probability. The detection probability
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of the internal transmitters was high (> 0.8) up to 200 m
but declined beyond this distance (Fig. 3). The distance at
which 50% of transmissions were detected for the internal transmitters was ~ 260 m (Fig. 3). Detection probability was found to negatively correlate with average
wind speed, decreasing from 0.9 in conditions of no wind
to 0.75 when wind gusts reached 50 km h−1 (Fig. 3). A
strong diurnal pattern in detection probability was also
observed, increasing from 0.55 at midnight to 0.80 in the
middle of the day (Fig. 3). It was notable that a strong
diurnal pattern was also found for the mean environmental noise at 69 kHz which peaked at 710 mV at night and
decreased to 520 mV at 1500 h (Fig. 4).

Discussion
This study provides clear evidence that the seagrass canopy represents an obstacle to the transmission of acoustic
signals and can substantially reduce the performance of a
VPS and acoustic receivers. The positional accuracy, precision and the system efficiency of the VPS was significantly poorer when transmitters were within the seagrass
compared to those positioned above the canopy. The
reduced VPS performance was ascribed to a decrease in
detection range for transmitters amongst seagrass, with
the distance at which 50% of detections were recorded
declining from 85 to ~ 40 m. Further, detection probability varied temporally, with fewer detections found in high
wind conditions and at night. Other range testing studies have reported similar temporal variations in response
to wind and time of day [4, 6, 10, 18], however these
were performed in reefs, lakes and open habitats such
as soft sediments and not in seagrass meadows. Overall,
our findings highlight that VPS performance and detection range may be significantly reduced for fish residing in seagrass habitats, particularly if they are routinely
sheltered amongst seagrass such as juveniles or cryptic
species. These results demonstrate the importance of
performing in situ acoustic range tests that consider how
fish use habitats for creating effective receiver arrays and
interpreting movement data.
Previous research has highlighted that topographic features and vegetation obstructing the line of sight between
a receiver and transmitter can reduce the performance
of acoustic telemetry [5, 19, 37–39]. For instance, in
coral reef systems the topography of the substrate has
been reported to reduce the detection range of acoustic
receivers by up to 70% [38]. In the present study, seagrass leaves obstructing the line of sight of receivers were
observed to reduce detection range. For transmitters
positioned in the water column above seagrass, the 50%
detection range of receivers was 85 m which is comparable to previous studies using the same model transmitter
(i.e. V7) in coral reef habitats (60–120 m) [18, 40]. When
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Fig. 1 Distributions of the mean daily a positional accuracy (m), b precision and c system efficiency (%) for the transmitters above and within
seagrass (x-axis). Data points represent the raw values, violin plots illustrate the probability density and the black line is the mean

transmitters were placed within the seagrass canopy,
however, the distance at which 50% of detections were
recorded decreased by over half to 40 m and no detections were recorded beyond 150 m. The blades of Posidonia australis are large and robust and therefore present a
substantial obstacle that impedes or absorbs the acoustic
signals reaching receivers.
The ability of the VPS to position a transmitter is
dependent on at least three receivers simultaneously
detecting an acoustic signal travelling at a known
speed. Given that the probability of detecting a transmitter decreased when it was amongst the seagrass, it
is unsurprising that the daily system efficiency of the
VPS was significantly lower for transmitters within
(5.9%) compared to above (30.9%) the seagrass. It is
also notable that no positions could be calculated for
transmitters outside of the VPS boundary. The relatively low percentage of positions by the VPS for both
the above and within seagrass transmitters could also
result from the high levels of ‘in-band’ noise recorded
in the system. The noise levels during the day were high
enough to impact the ability of a receiver to detect an
acoustic signal (i.e. 450–650 mV) and the extreme noise
levels at night would drastically decrease receiver performance (> 650 mV). The accuracy of positions was
reasonable (2–3 m) for both the transmitters above and
within seagrass and corroborates estimates reported in
marine and freshwater systems (< 5 m) [14, 15, 37]. The
positional accuracy and precision of the VPS, however,
were significantly different when transmitters were
within seagrass. Furthermore, the positional accuracy
of the VPS for transmitters within seagrass had a much
higher variance than those above seagrass. It is possible

that the poorer accuracy and precision recorded for
transmitters within seagrass was caused by the acoustic
signal being refracted by seagrass leaves and therefore
taking a longer time to travel between receivers [41].
Alternatively, the acoustic signal may be attenuated or
change speed as it travels through the plant tissue, the
gas contained within the seagrass and the oxygen bubbles collected on the leaves. Overall, our findings suggest that a VPS in seagrass will provide a low system
efficiency, particularly if fish ensconce in seagrass for
periods of time, although any positions should have a
reasonable accuracy and precision.
Detection probability of the internal VR2Tx transmitters was lower in high wind conditions and at night.
Wind speed has previously been reported to negatively
affect detection range, particularly in shallow water habitats [4, 42]. Wind influences sound propagation as it generates surface waves which create noise and air bubbles
that penetrate the upper water column [4–6]. We also
observed a strong diel pattern, with detection probability
increasing during the day and declining at night. Similar
observations have been made in previous studies in reef
systems and attributed to biological noise [6, 10, 18, 38].
Although we cannot explicitly state the exact mechanism
behind the observed diurnal patterns, noise at the 69 kHz
frequency was exceptionally loud (> 650 mV) at night and
likely originates from biological sources. For example,
invertebrates commonly found in seagrass such as snapping shrimp (Alpheus spp.) are nocturnally active and
create background noise [43, 44]. This background noise
has been suggested to mask acoustic signals and interfere with a receiver’s ability to translate pings to detections [9, 10, 45]. These findings highlight the importance
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Fig. 2 Modelled detection probability for each deployment period at varying distance between transmitters and receivers. Black dots represent
transmitters above seagrass and grey triangles illustrate transmitters within seagrass. Solid lines illustrate the prediction of the model and dashed
lines define the standard error. The horizontal dashed line indicates the distance at which 50% of transmissions were detected

of considering environmental conditions when designing
arrays and analysing movement patterns from detection
data [10].
While studying acoustic telemetry performance under
varying abiotic and biotic conditions is important, it is
equally relevant to recognise how to address confounding factors when implementing telemetry research [4,
42]. The findings of this study emphasise the importance
of considering the effects of how fish use structurally
complex vegetated habitats on VPS and receiver performance when designing telemetry studies. For instance,
tracking fish species known to move regularly within the
water column will require a different receiver configuration when compared to tracking species that regularly
shelter amongst seagrass. Our results suggest that receivers must be tightly spaced in our system when using V7
transmitters, ~ 40 m for a VPS and 80 m in receiver arrays
to ensure that fish moving within seagrass have a 50%
chance of being detected. However, detection ranges will
vary with location and are dependent on local environmental conditions. We therefore strongly advocate that
all telemetry studies perform in situ range tests rather
than infer detection ranges to determine the adequate
spacing of receivers. In addition, studies should include
multiple sentinel transmitters in receiver arrays placed
within and above the seagrass to quantify variations
in detection probability through time [4, 5, 7, 10]. This
information on the spatiotemporal variation of detection

probabilities can be incorporated into statistical analyses to improve confidence in the interpretation of fish
movement patterns and behaviour [7, 10]. Furthermore,
understanding detection range over spatiotemporal
scales can guide the positioning of receivers to maximise coverage over habitats or areas relevant to scientific
questions and therefore increase the economic efficiency
of research [6]. The performance of acoustic telemetry
in seagrass habitat will also vary with the model of transmitter selected. For example, in the current study the
internal VR2Tx transmitters were equivalent to a lowpowered V16 transmitter and increased the 50% detection range of receivers to ~ 260 m when above seagrass
(compared to 85 m for the lower powered V7 transmitters). It is likely that higher-powered transmitters would
also have an increased detection range when amongst
the seagrass compared to low-powered transmitters.
However, the attenuation rate of acoustic signals emitted
by high-powered transmitters within seagrass remains
unclear and the influence of this on detection ranges
should be explored in future acoustic range tests. It is
noteworthy that higher output transmitters are intrinsically large due to increased battery size and would not be
as appropriate as the V7 model for tracking the smaller
cryptic species or juveniles commonly found in seagrass
meadows (e.g. the 2% rule; [46]).

Fig. 3 Relationships for the model of environmental variables found to predict the detection probability of the internal VR2Tx transmitters from a GAMM. Solid lines illustrate the prediction of
the model and the dashed areas define the 95% confidence intervals around the fitted values. The horizontal dashed line in the distance to receiver plot represents the distance at which 50% of
transmissions were detected
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Conclusion
In conclusion, we have provided the first evidence that
the performance of a VPS and acoustic receivers is greatly
reduced when transmitters are within the seagrass. The
reduced performance observed in the VPS can be attributed to declines in detection range when transmitters are
amongst seagrass. In addition, detection probability was
found to decrease in high wind conditions and at night,
which corroborates previous range testing studies in
other habitats. We strongly support recommendations
for performing acoustic range tests as a prerequisite for
acoustic telemetry studies and the incorporation of multiple sentinel transmitters (i.e. stationary transmitters)
within arrays to quantify temporal changes in detection
probability [4, 5, 7, 10]. Incorporating range testing and
sentinel transmitters into studies will allow researchers to
better understand any assumptions made when estimating the home ranges or habitat associations of fishes [6].
Future research is necessary to explore if similar patterns
in detection probability occur for transmitters within
other seagrass species possessing different morphologies to P. australis, such as those with smaller leaves (e.g.
Zostera spp.) as these may represent less of an obstacle to
acoustic signals. Future range testing studies should also
consider the effect of a fish’s behaviour on the performance of acoustic telemetry in other habitat types, such
as fish sheltering within reef crevasses or being buried
within soft sediments [47].
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Methods
Study area

The study was conducted in Jervis Bay Marine Park
(JBMP; 35.06203° S, 150.73419° E) on the south coast of
New South Wales (NSW), Australia (Fig. 5). JBMP incorporates a large acoustic array consisting of approximately
60 receivers which has been used to track a range of fish
species over the past ~ 10 years [48, 49]. The seascape
of JBMP is dominated by rocky intertidal and subtidal
reefs, seagrass meadows and soft sediments. The seagrass
selected for this study was Posidonia australis (Hook.f.), a
species endemic to temperate Australia that forms large
meadows within JBMP. P. australis is a long leaved, slowgrowing seagrass of high conservation significance due to
population declines and has been listed as endangered at
six locations in NSW [28, 50].
Experimental design

In November 2017, three VR2Tx acoustic receivers
(VEMCO Ltd Canada, Nova Scotia) were deployed to
form a VPS within a large seagrass bed at Plantation
Point in JBMP (Fig. 5). The three receivers were placed
in a triangular formation and separated by 150 m on
fixed moorings (Fig. 5). An additional six VR2W acoustic receivers (VEMCO Ltd Canada, Nova Scotia) were
deployed in a cross formation 150 m apart to allow for a
range of distances between the receivers and transmitters
placed within the array (Fig. 5). The nine receiver moorings were deployed at depths ranging from 2.4 to 9 m and
were comprised of a section of railway line (50 kg) and

Fig. 4 Noise (mV) at 69 kHz calculated at all three VR2Tx receivers for each hour of the day. Solid dots represent the mean hourly value and error
bars are ± standard deviation. Shading indicates nocturnal hours between 1930 and 06:00
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Fig. 5 Map of the location of Jervis Bay, NSW, Australia, showing the major habitats and the positions of the VPS, additional receivers and
transmitters
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a subsurface polystyrene buoy attached to a rope which
maintained receivers in an upright position (hydrophones oriented to the surface). Receivers were fixed to
the mooring a minimum of 1 m below the buoy to avoid
blocking the hydrophone.
Range testing was performed using two different
models of acoustic transmitters. First, four VEMCO
V7-4x 69 kHz range test transmitters (power output
136 dB, fixed delay 180 s) were used to test the effect
of submersion within seagrass on the performance of
the VPS and acoustic receivers. These four V7-4x range
testing transmitters were attached to two transportable moorings, respectively. These moorings were 2 m
in height and comprised a six-pound dive weight with a
subsurface polystyrene buoy attached to polypropylene
rope. The V7-4x transmitters were placed either 15 cm or
145 cm from the base of the mooring to ensure that one
transmitter was within the seagrass while the other was
above the canopy (Fig. 6). Each pair of transmitters were
located either within or outside of the VPS (Fig. 5). The
transmitters within the VPS were relocated to five positions across two 4-week periods. The transmitters outside
of the VPS were relocated to different positions generally
every 7 days over two 4-week periods during November–December 2017 and March 2018 (one deployment
was for a 2-week period due to poor weather). The locations of each V7 transmitter pair within and outside the
VPS were spatially balanced using ArcGIS version v. 10
and ranged from 2.3 to 6 m in depth. Second, the three
VR2Tx receivers each had an internal transmitter set
to high power (154 dB) and a 300-s fixed delay, which
is comparable to the output of a V16-4L transmitter
(150–162 dB). These internal VR2Tx transmitters were
deployed from November 2017 to April 2018 at depths
ranging between 3.5 and 5 m and were used to investigate
the influence of environmental variables on array performance over a broader temporal scale.
The distance between each transmitter location and
receiver was calculated in R using the GPS locations and
the ComputeDistance function in the package VTrack
[51]. Meteorological conditions were recorded by the
Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) at the Point
Perpendicular meteorological station 10.5 km from the
study site. Four meteorological variables were included in
our analyses; wind speed and direction, precipitation and
air pressure. Each meteorological variable was recorded
every 30 min and averaged to get an hourly value. The
VR2Tx receivers recorded water temperature, receiver tilt
and the ambient noise levels at 69 kHz (the operational
frequency of the acoustic transmitters) every 10 min
(Table 1). Each metric recorded by the VR2Tx receivers
was averaged to provide an hourly mean. A variety of
environmental conditions were encountered during the
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study period (Table 1), but as variation in receiver tilt was
found to be negligible it was excluded from subsequent
analyses.
Statistical analyses

The detection probability for each receiver and V7
transmitter combination was calculated as the total
number of recorded detections for each deployment
period over the number of expected detections. The
detection probability of the internal VR2Tx transmitters was calculated as the number of recorded detections for each transmitter per hour divided by the
number of expected detections (i.e. 12 detections).
Days when the transmitters were relocated or deployed
were excluded from the analyses. The influence of distance on the detection probability of transmitters above
and within seagrass was estimated by fitting a logistic
regression. A paired-sample t test was used to evaluate
differences in the number of detections for transmitters
“above” versus “within” seagrass over the entire deployment period.
The VPS used three acoustic receivers (VR2Tx) to triangulate the x–y positions of transmitters [52]. Positions
calculated by the VPS were based on the differential time
of arrival of acoustic transmissions travelling at a known
speed that were simultaneously detected by all three
receivers [11, 15]. The speed of sound was quantified
from the temperature and salinity of the water [8]. The
internal clocks of the VPS receivers were synchronised
using the internal VR2Tx sync transmitters that emitted
pings at known times [11, 15]. Time synchronisation of
the receivers is necessary to accurately calculate differences in the time of arrival and account for time drift in
the receiver’s clocks. Differences in the time of arrival of
transmissions between receivers were then converted to
differences in range and used in a hyperbolic positioning
algorithm to generate an x–y position [52].
Three metrics for VPS performance were calculated:
(1) positional accuracy, (2) precision, and (3) system
efficiency [37]. Positional accuracy was measured as
the Euclidean distance between the position estimated
by the VPS and the GPS position of the transmitters.
Precision represented the variability of positional accuracy and was the standard deviation of the mean daily
positional accuracy. System efficiency was calculated
as the proportion of successful estimated positions (i.e.
number of positions/expected number of positions) by
the VPS. These metrics were calculated and averaged to
give a daily value for each day the transmitters were in
the water, excluding the days during which transmitters
were relocated. Generalised linear models (GLMs) were
used to test the influence of a transmitter’s position
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Fig. 6 Schematic of a VR2W acoustic receiver station (left) and two transmitters (V7-4x) suspended either above (145 cm) and within (15 cm) the
seagrass

Table 1 The
minimum
and
of environmental conditions

maximum

Variable

Min. value

Source

values
Max. value

Precipitation (mm)

BOM

0

8.7

Wind speed (km/h)

BOM

0

50

Wind direction (°)

BOM

0.5

359.5

Atmospheric pressure (Pa)

BOM

996.95

1030.25

Depth of receivers (m)

Depth sounder

2.4

9

Temperature (°C)

VR2Tx sensor

13.4

25

Noise 69 kHz (mV)

VR2Tx sensor

290

803.3

above or within the seagrass canopy on the mean daily
positional accuracy, precision and system efficiency.
GLMs for daily system efficiency were fitted with a
binomial distribution and a gamma distribution was
used for daily accuracy and precision.
Relationships between the detection probability of the
internal VR2Tx transmitters and environmental variables were examined using generalised additive mixed
models (GAMMs) [53, 54]. Prior to analysis, collinearity

between explanatory variables was assessed using Pearson’s pairwise correlation coefficients and Variance
Inflation Factor (VIF). GAMMs were constructed using
a full-subset approach to provide all possible model
combinations [55]. GAMMs were fitted using a beta distribution with receiver ID as a random effect to account
for the lack of independence between receivers. Models
were restricted to a maximum of three explanatory variables and excluded variables with a Pearson’s correlation
greater than 0.28 to avoid issues with collinearity [55,
56]. These parameters were selected to prevent overfitting and develop conservative, interpretable models. Average wind direction and hour of day were fitted
using cyclic smooths to account for their circular nature
[55]. Akaike Information Criterion corrected for small
sample sizes (AICc) was used to compare models, with
the best fitting model containing the lowest AICc [57].
No alternate candidate models were within ± 2 AICc of
the best model. All statistical analyses and plots were
developed using the statistical computing program R
[58] and the functions; FSSGAM 1.11 [55], mgcv [59],
ggplot2 [60], visreg [61] and gamm4 [62].
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VPS: Vemco Positioning System; BOM: Bureau of Meteorology; GPS: Global
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